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Ohio Maple Syrup • • 
SOME FACTORS INFLUENCING PRODUCTION 
BY 
H. R. MOORE, W. R. ANDERSON, R. H. BAKER 
Summary and Conclusions 
• 
This is a study of some physical and economic factors related to the 
production of maple syrup in northeastern Ohio. i\fost of the findings 
will apply to other areas. 
(I) Variations in weather, particularly during the sap-flow season, 
result in uncontrollable fluctuations in maple sap yields. Average annual 
yields, 1946-1949, ranged from one pint to more than one quart per 
bucket hung. 
(2) Tests indicated that any soil type producing vigorous maples 
can be a satisfactory site for sap production; but sugar content in the 
sap was low on wet sites. Slope of land and direction of exposure did 
not have much effect on sap yields, if depth of soil was adequate. Steep 
slopes make sap gathering difficult and may have shallow soils which 
affect tree vigor. 
(3) Fast growing trees are usually good sap producers. Large maples 
are the best producers. Volume of sap increases faster than tree diameter 
and sweetness of sap also increases with tree size. Apparently there are 
strains of sugar maple~ which produce much sweeter sap than do others; 
this merits more research. 
(4) The volume of sap and its sweetness increased as density, depth 
and height of crown increased. In short, a large leaf-bearing area is as-
sociated with efficient sap production. Woodland management to reduce 
competition and encourage dominant or open grown type of trees with 
wide spacing is desirable. 
(5) Some woods produced sap averaging 50 percent more sugar con-
tent than did others. Less time per gallon of syrup was needed to gather 
and boil sap and less fuel was used to evaporate the sweeter sap. 
(6) Medium-sized sugar bushes, hanging 1,200 to 2,000 buckets, 
had lower average costs per gallon of syrup than smaller or larger bushes. 
(7) Economy in fuel and labor to boil sap was greater with large-
sized evaporators. 
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(8) Bucket cover~ increased gathering time slightly but reduted 
boiling time and fuel wmumption (less ~now and rain watet). 
(9) Average costs per gallon varied considerably among producer~ 
and by years. Yean. of higher yields show lower co&ts. Average w~t in 
any year can be estimated closely i1 the yield is known. 
(10) A timber inventory of sugar bushe~ indicated about one-hall 
of the 10-inch and larger trees to be sugar maples. Although other species 
composed approximately one-half of the stand, saw timber production 
was distinctly secondary to syrup production. About one-third cord of 
fuel wood per acre in sugar bush was used in syrup production. Much 
but not all of this came from the area used for ~yrup production. 
(II) On the half of the sugar bushes which were pastured, average 
costs per gallon oi syrup were a little lower because of more open grown 
type maples; but reproduction of young maples was inadequate. Acre 
returns from syrup were lower on grazed bushes; due to fewer trees 
and buckets. 
(12) Land cost in rented bushes was about the same as in owned 
bushes. Rental rates averaged about 5 cents per bucket hung in 1946 
and 9 cents in 1949. 
(13) The most usual method of marketing Ohio maple syrup is 
direct to consumer sales in gallon cans. This method is satisfactory 
when the supply of syrup is so limited that only a small part of the 
potential market is reached. 
Study over a longer period might modify some of the results; but, 
from this four-year experience, some factors have been identified and 
evaluated for application to sugar-bush management and operation. 
The important conclusions are: 
(a) Woodland management for maple syrup production should 
center on the development of limby, large-crowned maple trees. This 
is the direct opposite of the ideal type of tree wanted for timber pro-
duction. 
(b) At prevailing prices maple syrup production can be and usually 
is a more profitable use of land than timber production. 
(c) Land, the cheapest factor in syrup production, can be used 
more liberally if in so doing one can economize on labor, fuel, and 
equipment. 
(d) Efficiencies in operation favor the medium sized and larger 
bushes mainly because these justify the size of evaporator that economizes 
on labor, time, and fuel consumption. 
(e) Demand and price during the period studied were adequate to 
encourage production. This has not always been true in the past. To 
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maintain ptoduction, mad,et pn<C'> lor '>)1 up mu~t be h1gh enough to 
covet the cmt of production ol ll10'>t ptoducet'> in mo'>t year'>. On the 
othe1 hand, it i'> de-,nable from the <,tandpoint of both producer and 
c onwmeJ to redtH e < mu, by efficiencie., in production a~ identified in 
thi& -,rudy. The extent to whid1 a favmable combination ot the~e can be 
attained b) individual producel'> could largely influence the luture 
pw>pect'> ul the maple syrup indu,try. 
INTRODUCTION 
.\laple syrup pwducers and other intere'>ted citiwm in northeastern 
Oh~o have ex1nes,ed concern over the declining production ot maple 
'>yrup and the cutting of sugar bw,he'>. ln several respects, this decline 
appeared to be unwarranted and undesirable. l'or imtance, physical 
wnditiom in the a1ea are very lavorable to growth of. wga1 maples . 
.\laple syrup production provide~ the opportunity lor a relatively in-
temive me ot land that may be better adapted to growing trees than 
to other u,,es. The income irom maple products has been important to 
fanners and to other~ doing bminess with them. Maple syrup and its 
derived producb are valued for their distinctive fiavor, and both pro-
ducer and consumer have an interest in maintaining the supply at a 
price satisiactory to both. 
The problem iaced in this study is to identify the combination of 
phy~ical and economic circumstances that are iavorable to profitable 
production ot maple syrup. The question can be raised as to whether 
the basic problem is ( 1) physical, (2) a matter o[ production manage-
ment, or (3) a matter of marketing. All three were considered important 
enough to be given some attention because the answer, if there is one, 
lies in some combination of all three. 
l\Iaple Sap Products Exclusively North American.-In an area sur-
rounding the Great Lakes in the United States and Canada, east to 
the seaboard, and south through the Appalachian Highlands the white 
settlers iound the Indians using maple sugar. The settlers adopted 
and improved on the Indians' methods o1 production, and maple syrup 
and sugar became common articles of diet. Difficulties of transportation 
and other costs made cane sugar a high-priced luxury in much of this 
area until alter the Civil War. Since, the situation has gradually re-
versed itseli and maple products have become luxury items to most 
people. 
Production of maple sugar in the United States has declined steadily 
since 1860, while syrup production increased until about 1910. The peak 
of total production in the United States was between 1880 and 1890. 
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Production in Ohio bas conformed in general to the national trend. 
The 10 leading state~ li,tcd m order oi 1916-50 ,wcrage p10duction arc: 
Vennont, New York, Ohio, Michigan, Pcnmylvania, \Vi;tomin, New 
Hamp;hire, l\la&sachu~ctt;, l\laine <tnd Maryland. Some maple produn-, 
were reported lrom 71 Ohio countie& in the cemm ol 1910. H oweve1, 
the principal production is in nm thea& tel n Ohio centering in Geauga 
County which produces about one-third oi the state'~ total in mo~t year;, 
and i& one oi the leading countie\ in production in the United State&. 
Change~ in Methocb ot Production.-The Indians' crude method; 
of production we1e to cut a ga~h in the bark ol the maple tree, collect the 
~ap in troughs ot ,,·ood or bark, and boil it by dropping hot Hones into 
the container~. U.atil about a century ago trees were generally tapped 
with a gouge, wooden spiles were used and the sap boiled in kettle; 
over open fire& to which the sap ohen was carried in pails &uspended 
from shoulder yokes. By 1850-60 methods ol production began to be 
moderniled: angel& were used in tapping, flat p<~m lor evaporation, and 
sugar houses were constructed to protect the equipment. Changes since 
then have been partly to increase efficiency and partly to improve the 
quality of the product such as: larger gathering and storage tanks, filten, 
and evaporators with deeply corrugated bottomo economiLe on iuel 
and produce a lighter colored &yrup by rapid evaporation. Metal spile& 
and sap buckets have replaced the wooden ones, although a lew ol the 
latter are still in use. Plastic sap bags are now being tested and may 
replace metal buckets it iound desirable. Recently tapping machines 
are coming into use and the chain saw is to some extent replacing the 
hand operated cross cut saw, the drag saw and buz saw in the preparation 
of fuel wood. 
These changes are interesting historically; but their main sig-
nificance is that the production of maple syrup has passed from a simple 
household industry using crude equipment and much labor to a com-
mercial enterprise involving more equipment and competing to a larger 
extent with other enterprises lor the use ot capital, labor, and land. 
Changes are by no means complete. In a sense, this study reports 
the direction they are taking or may take ii maple syrup production is 
maintained as a commercial enterprise. 
Method of Study.-The approach to the problem was to study the 
physical and economic factors relating to production of maple syrup 
in individual sugar bushes.* More than 60 producers in Geauga, Lake, 
Ashtabula, and Portage counties cooperated. 
* The term "wgar bush" as used in Ohio may mean any area supporting a number 
of maple trees and used as a source of sap for the manufacturmg of maple products 
Thi~ general definition is used th10ughout this publication. 
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An inventory was made of each tract of woodland used as a sugar 
bush to determine the number and size of trees by species, and the 
volume of merchantable timber on each tract. 
Production is primarily dependent on the sap flow from the in-
dividual tap hole in the individual tree. Thirty-five sample plots were 
selected in as many sugar bushes to intensively study site characteristics 
of soil, drainage, slope, and exposure and how such might relate to sap 
production. In each plot each tree was classified as to its physical 
characteristics and other factors which might influence the volume and 
sweetness of sap as revealed by periodic measurements through four 
years' production. 
Viewed as a farm enterprise, the unit of production is the entire 
sugar bush operated by one producer. To study the costs in each bush, 
each producer supplied records of the time used to perform various 
Figure l.-A fifth-acre "test plot" loca.ted in a northeastern Ohio sugar bush. Sugar 
tests were made frequently throughout four syrup seasons and volume 
records were kept on the sap produced. 
In other regions outside the State of Ohio the following nomenclature is often used: 
sugar bush- a natural, ungrazed forest area containing a workable stand of maple; 
sugar grove- an open stand (usually pasture-land) of either planted or natural 
maples, often without other species of trees being present; sugar orchard- a maple 
plantation used for production of maple sap. 
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operations, 111ateriah purcha~ed, luel med, '"P collected, ~yrup produced 
and other information lHXC>'>ary to account lor the re,ource' and cx-
pemes relating to '>)Tlljl production and marketing. The ~i1e ol produc-
ing units ranged !rom }c-,, than 500 to more than 3,000 bucket~ hung. 
Record:, ·were kept for all lour year~. I 9-Hi-1949 indu,ive, by ·1() producer' 
and for 3 years or les~ by more than 20 others. 
Additional detail:, ol method are mentioned in connection with 
the analysi.'> ol variom tactors. 
SOME FACTORS RELATING TO SAP PRODUCTION 
Species of Maple 
All native specie' of maple han· relatively bweet 'ap. The ,ugar 
maple, also called tlw hard or rnck lll<l plc, and the black maple are the 
bc'>t producers. However, red maple and :,ilver maple are tapped to :,omc 
extent. Small quantitie~ ol :,yrup have been made. from the 'ap ol the 
Oregon maple and box elder. The Norway mople, introduced as a '>hade 
tree, yields a milky sap unsuited to syrup production. 
Sugar maple i; an important 'pccie~ on fore~ted uplands ol northern 
Ohio; also, it is found associated with American beech and varying pro-
portiom o[ other species, on lavorablc ,ites over much ol the slate. To 
the south and west it i~ partially replaced by the black maple which i' 
equally good as a ~yrup producer. In this study the few black maple; 
encountered were included with the sugar maples in one general class 
of hard maples. 
The iew rec01 ds available from other area~ in the state indicate 
yields ot syrup comparable to those of northeastern Ohio. However, it 
was in thi; area that the most maple tree~ were originally produced. 
:VIaple syrup is made in smaller scattered areas throughout the state. 
Tapping Soft Maples 
Tests indicated that soft maples (red and silver) usually produced 
sap low in sugar. This point is illustrated in Figure 2. 
An occasional red maple located on relatively dry, good soil ran sap 
as sweet as the average hard maple, but the volume of sap was less. 
Varieties and Strains of Sugar Maples 
During the project field work it was observed that unusual leaf and 
bark characteristics ol the trees located in a small area might not be 
repeated elsewhere. Also, some individual trees and test plots ran a 
sweeter sap than others when it was not possible to relate such variations 
to differences of soil, site or other natural factors. These observations 
suggest the possibility that different strains of sugar maples exist which 
so far ha,·e not been classified. Some strains may have the inherent 
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Figure 2.-This figure illustrates the reason for not tapping soft maples except under 
abnormal circumstances, such as an insufficient number of hard maples to 
justify tapping or certain soft maples growing on a. well-drained site and 
known to produce sweet sap. Several "&weet" red maples were found during 
the study, but this was the exception rather than the rule and never were 
they located on a poorly drained site. This is a comparison of soft and hard 
maples growing on similar sites. It is on a.n average tree basis of similar 
size. Several hundred samples were studied over a four-year period. 
characteristic of bWeeter ~ap than others. The supposition is strong that 
tree heredity is of sulficient importance in syrup production to justify 
some intensive and more continued research than was possible in this 
study. 
Climate a11d Weather 
Maple trees gro·w best in a moderately cool, moist climate. All of 
Ohio meets this qualification fairly well. However, in respect to the 
critical period of late winter and early spring weather, northern Ohio 
usually has more prolonged periods when day and night temperatures 
fluctuate about the freezing point. This exacting weather condition must 
be obtained to induce a satisfactory flow of sap. Actually, sap runs can 
be obtained as early as December; but profitable runs seldom are ob-
tained before St. Valentine's Day. In extremely favorable years satisfac-
tory runs may occur over a period of 65 to 70 days. During that time runs 
worth collecting usually occur on only 20 to 35 days. In years of poor to 
average production the sap-flow season may be limited to 30 days or less 
with satisfactory flow on only 7 to 15 days. Once the weather continues 
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warm, leaf bud:, open and conversion of the sap sugar to starch i> started 
along with increased bacterial action in the spiles and buckets. For a lew 
days in some years the sap may continue to run but produces an oil-
flavored or "buddy" syrup,-often dark colored or cloudy. 1\Iost pro-
ducers prefer to make no "buddy" syrup which usually is unsuited to 
table me and sells at a discount. 
Normal fluctuations in weather or climatic conditions from l\Iay 
through December appear to have very little effect on the yield of sap 
or its sweetness. The only noticeable effect appears following growing 
seasons distinguished by severe drought, bad insect attacks on the foliage, 
or a similar abnormal occurrence. However, the period that temperature 
and climatic conditions are vitally important, is during the critical 
period of sap flow. Then, weather not only conditions and brings about 
the sap run, but determines the speed of How, duration ol each run and 
the entire length and intensity of the sugaring season. 
Warm rainy, or warm dry, windy weather tend to shorten the sugar-
ing season. A period of several months of alternating cold and mild 
weather with plenty of warm, sunny clays and clear, cold nights, with 
an abundance of ground moisture, is the best type of sugar season. 
In some recent years weather forecasts by radio have specifically 
advised northeastern Ohio sugar camp operators when to expect sap 
runs. This has helped the individual producer plan his operations to 
take advantage of the weather. 
Four years of observation illustrates the importance of weather in 
sugar bush management and syrup production as revealed by recording 
thermometer records, field notes and the records of 60 producers. The 
following data summarizes their experience. (Table I.). 
Table I.-The Sap Flow Season a.nd Syrup Yields: Based on the Experience of 60 
Sugar Bush Operators Northeastern Ohio, 1946 to 1949 Inclusive. 
YEAR 
Item 1946 1947 1948 1949 
Most usual date first run 
was gathered Feb. 27 Mar. 12-13 Feb. 19 Feb. 18 
Most mual date last run 
was gathered Mar. 16 Apr. 11 Mar. 19 Mar. 26 
Most usual number of days sap 
was gathered 8 11 11 1.5 
Average production of syrup per 
100 buckets hung __ _ ______ gallons 14 2.5 19 28 
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Figure 3.-Testing maple sap for sugar content. The instrument used is a refracto-
meter which gives percent of solids (97% to 98% sugar) directly. The tree 
shown is a large-crowned tree which produces large volumes o( sweet sap. 
It is located in one of the permanent "test plots" in northeastern Ohio. 
Tests1 of individual trees indicated that the sugar (solids) content 
of sap ranged from a low of 0.3 percent to a high of 5.6 percent. Averag-
ing all trees in each of the 35 plots indicated the sugar content of the sap 
to range from 1.3 percent on the poorest individual plot to 3.8 percent 
on the best (':!-year records). The average sugar content in the sap from 
all plots in each of the four seasons studied was: 1916, 2.0 percent; 194 7, 
1.8 percent; 19"18, 1.6 percent; 1949, 1.8 percent-a four-year average of 
1.8 percent. 
t These were refracLOmeter readings which indicate the percent of solids in the sap. 
Reading·s were taken in the field directly from the fresh sap as it dripped from the 
spile when running free!). This was done to avoid errors arising from evaporation, 
if the reading is delayed. figures used are based on repeated tests of each tree 
(approximately 10) spread mer the sap season. 
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The above comparisons indicate ho-w the sugar in maple ~ap varico with 
the tree, with the site and with the season. 
Syrup weighing II pounds to the gallon contains 65 percent solid, 
(of ·which 97 to 98 percent is sugar). ·water in the sap has a lighter 
density than the solids.2 It takes 86 gallons of sap containing one percent 
solids, or ·13 gallons of sap containing rwo percent solids to produce a 
gallon of maple syrup. The records oi 40 producers over a period of four 
years showed that an average of 4-± gallons of sap produced a gallon 
of syrup. This indicated that the sap averaged sli~btly under two percent 
solids. Because the sweetness of sap varied from bush to bush it had a 
considerable influence on production costs which are discussed later. 
Soil 
This study was made in the area of glacial sandstone and shale soils. 
The most frequent soil series found on the undulating uplands is the 
Mahoning silty clay loam, and on the gently rolling uplands the Canfield 
silt loam. Of lesser frequency are the Ellsworth silty clay loam and 
Lordstown stony loam. The parent material (sandstone) of the latter 
generally lies 12 to 36 inches beneath the surface. In all the other soil 
series, 30 to 36 inches or more of glacial drift overlies the parent material 
of sandstone and shale. 
No significant difference in sap production on the 35 sample plots 
could be related to any particular soil series except as such were related 
to drainage, depth of top soil and tilth. Most soils in the area have 
relatively poor internal drainage. The maple tree is tolerant of this 
condition, thriving on a cool moist soil, not excessively wet or dry. 
Deviation from this ideal condition lowered the yield of syrup, it being 
14 percent less on the excessively drained plots and 6 percent less on 
the excessively wet plots. Sites with deep top soils3 produced larger, 
more vigorous trees that flowed more sap. Sweetness of sap was unaffected 
by depth of top soil except when the depth was associated with relatively 
poor drainage. 
All study plots were analyzed for soil nutrients, except nitrogen. 
The supply of available phosphorus was usually low, but apparently had 
no effect on the sweetness or volume of sap produced.4 It is quite possible 
that nitrogen would have considerable effect on yield due to its influence 
2 One gallon of sap weigh~ 8.35 lb~. One gallon of one percent Fap cont1ins .083!) lbs. 
of solid~. Therefore, one gallon of syrup weighing ll lb~. and containin~ 65 percent 
solids contains 7.15 lb;. of solids. (7 .15+ .0833=86 gall om of sap required.) 
:1 Top soil a~ used throughout this discussion refers to the dark colored layer of soil 
at the top (A-1) which contains most of the organic material under undisturbed 
ronditions. 
4 Tryon and Finn working at Black Rock Forest in New York found the hard maple 
to have approximately double the ability of other tree species to utilize a given 
amount of soil phosphorus. 
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on the amount and umdition oJ the tree foliage. This factor undoubtedly 
a((_ounh lor a portion of the increa~ed yield where adequate organic 
matter i~ present. 
Soil tilth a~ related to sap flcm· wa, tested. Trees 
diameter, breast high, gro·wing on the sample plots with 
'>oil under abundant leaf litter averaged 2-:1.1 gallons of 
20 
1$ 
10 
5 
Depth o! Topsoil: 
14 inches in 
loose mellow 
sap per tree. 
20.5 gal. 
Figure 4.-:Estima.ted yield of maple syrup per acre as indicated by 35 "test plots" over 
a four-year period. The tests indicated that syrup yield increased with in-
crease in the depth of the dark layer of organic soil found in undisturbed 
woodlands. At excessive depths, however, the yield decreased, probably due 
to poor drainage conditions. 
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The ~ame ~i1cd lice~ g10wmg on ooil-. compacted h) granng and \\ Ith 
little or no le,il littcJ a\CJaged Hi.:) gallon-.. Howeve1, a' V\ill be mdicatcd 
latct, >Ome othct LtelOJ.., tend to ofhct the effect ot wil compaction m 
gra1ed ~ugar bu~he<>. 
Topography and Exposure 
The deg1ee of ..,!ope alone could not be 1elated to difference~ m 
yield oi 5ap. Hm1 c' c1, '>teep olope., may have thinner top -.mh or dn 
soil~ which \\elc <~>'>oCl,ltcd With lov.cr yrelds. Also, steep slopes may 
be d hinderance to gathcnng 5ap. 
Yield on te>t plob was be'it on the slightly undulating to level up-
land with no pronounced slope, next best on northern slope~, about the 
'ame on east and we;t slope>, and poore'>t on south slopes. This follows 
the same patte1n a'i Jmeot ttee g10wth indicating that '>ap production 
vm·ie'> >Omewhat in proportiOn to late of grm\ th and vigor. 
Presence of Other Species 
The ptoportwn of wgat maple-, m a natural stand 1' not so im-
pm tant as the numbe1 ol huge-crowned maples to be found on the area. 
Association with other '>pecie> nerther mnea,ed nor decreased the 
ave1age yreld per nee but deClea,cd the yield per acre became less of 
the total space was a' ailable tm maples. 
Tapping Under a Large Limb or Over a Large Root 
Records on 800 trees over a four-year period revealed no difference 
in ~ap yield lrom tap holes ~o located as compared with other tap holes. 
Tree Mortality 
On 35 one-filth·acre te;,t plots, totalling appwximately 800 tree;,, 
14 trees became mortalities, two were cut, and the ingrowth (trees reach-
ing 8" diameter) totalled 9 trees. Five trees were lost by windfall or died 
on pa;,tured areas which could never be replaced by nature, while 11 
tree;, were lost in unpa;,tured plots. 
The mortalities are listed as follows: 
Nature of Mortality 
\Vmdfall 01 top blown out 
Dted, tca,on unknown 
D1ed, ptobabh overtopped (young trees) 
Cut (pom ptoducen) 
Total - 16 trees 
14 
Pastured 
No. 
2 
3 
0 
0 
5 
UnpaBtured 
No. 
5 
3 
2 
11 
Ingrowth 9 (only in 
unpastured plots) 
The above illustrates the reasons for tree loss and that trees lost in 
ungrazed stands may be largely replaced through the ingrowth of young 
trees. 
Tree Vigor 
Crowded forest conditions as illustrated in Figure 5, do not permit 
the individual trees to develop into the most efficient syrup producers. 
Figure 5.-Crown damage believed to be the result of poor vigor due to crowded 
forest conditions (long boles with small, spindly crowns) and extremely 
heavy ta.pping of small trees. 
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Direction of Hanging Buckets 
From the 5tandpoint ol total ~ea'>onal production no differcnte m 
yi~ld was indicated lor bucket~ hung north, cast, 5outh, or west. Eatl) 
in the seasun '>ap llow is be~t on the '>outh '>ide ol the tree whith warm., 
up fi1st. Flow on the wuth then dedines and east and west hole~ p1oducc 
better. Latel, tap holc3 on the north produce b(st. Thi5 may be im-
portant in re3pett to the '>equence ot tapping. In the rmh ol opening 
the bush, bucket!> may be hung to the south to catch the fitst run 01 
two betore tapping i~ completed on the other exposure~. 
Competition With Other Trees 
In any relatively dense, variable-age <;land, ~orne tree5 will be over-
topped by othe1s. The '>maller ttee& ·will be mppre~sed in varying degrees. 
On the other hand, the la1ge dominant or open grown tree3 will be 
exceptionally vigorom. Figure fi illustrate~ these points as they occm 
naturally in the &tand irrespective ol 3ite or number of buckets hung, 
and theit effect on volume and sweetness ot sap. The comparison& pro-
vided in Table 2 show the competitive position in relation to other trees 
and sap yield per tre<! and per bucket hung. 
Volume of Sap 
Gallon a 
)5 
)0 
25 
20 
s 
10 
s 
6.11 galo 
J5.6 gal. 
2.05$ 
25.09 gal. 
1.6811 1.~$ 
15.77 go1. 
1.~ 1.61~ 
10.08 ll'&l. 
-
-
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0 n 'rree Pos1t1on: Over- Inter- Oodom1.- Dominant Open Over Inter Cod 1111 Do=1nant pe 
topped mecUate nant Grown to~d 111ediate n11~t Grawn 
Volume or S&p • - J or susar • ~ 
1 Sugar 1 
Content 
ll or 
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2.25 
2.00 
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1.25 
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Figure 6.-Compari,on of yields from trees of ~arious relative positions in the forest 
stand. 
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The \Olumc ol ,ap inoea~ed (omitle1ably ,t~ the (Ompcutwn with 
othCl tree'> dcuea'>ed, while the ~weetnC'>'> ol '><~p inuea-,ed only slightly 
with inuet'>e in degree oi domin<tncc ol the lme~t grown uec'>. However, 
the open g1m\n ttee'> were la1 '>upe1io1 both in \olume <tnd ~weetness 
ot sap. 
Length of Stem 
Volume and 'lweetne'>~ of '>ap c!ccrea'>ed with the limb-free length ot 
lore'>t-grown trees, which typically have relatively -,mall-'>iLed crowns. 
Thi'> empha~i1e; that management for '>yrup production ~hould favor 
growth ol la1ge-crownec! tree> rather than the timber-type maple tree. 
Volume of Sap nsweetness n 
~ )! of Sugar ~--------------------~==~ 
'2 .2$ 
40 2.00 
3S 
30 L7S 
25 
20 1.50 
15 
10 1.25 
s 
I..ocntion of Tree: 
Volume of Sap = 111111 %of Sugar.,~ 
Figure 7.-<\ comparison of forest and open grown trees both in volume of sap and 
sugar (solids) content. When compared on an individual (average 16 inch in 
diameter) tree basis, the difference is very large. The best sugar bush takes 
advantage of the fact that trees must have room to grow, but yet contain 
the proper number of trees of a given age or size to fully utilize the space 
available with a minimum of competition. Basis - over 300 trees both 
open and forest grown over a four·year period. 
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Tree Size 
Sap production tends to increa~e ~omewhat lastet than doc~ tree 
diameter or tree circumference. For instance, in Figure 8 the 30-inch 
tree is three time~ the diameter ol a 10-inch tree but on the average 
produced 4.5 times as much sap. 
The average yield oi ~ap per bucket hung wa~: 8- and 1 0-inch trees, 
6.55 gallons; 15- and 20-inch trees, 6.75 gallons; 25-inch tree>, 9.01 gal-
lons; 30-inch tree~, 10.15 gallons; and 35-inch trees or larger, 12.45 gal-
lons. 
Table 2.-Yield of Sap Per Tree and Per Bucket Hung as Related to Competition 
from Other Trees. Averages of 4-Year Records, ~') Sample Plots, North-
eastern Ohio, 1 ()46 to 194(). 
Average Sap Yield 
Class of T1 ec size of trees 
( -\~ to degree of compe- (diameter Per tree Per bucket 
titian trom othe1 trees) brea~t high) hung 
Inches Gallons Gall om 
Overtopped Il 6.11 611 
Intermediate 14 10.08 7.20 
Codominan t 15 15.77 11.26 
Dominant 16 25.09 17.92 
Open Grown 16 35.53 25.45 
Sugar content of the sap increased about one-fourth, on the average, 
between the medium size tree tapped and the largest tree (Figure 8). 
But factors other than tree size (diameter) were found to be associated 
with difference in volume and sweetness of sap. Three of these which 
relate to the total leaf surface of a tree are density of crown, depth of 
crown and width of crown. Figures 9 to 11 inclusive illustrate the average 
relationships of these factors to volume and sweetness of sap on the 35 
sample plots. 
Cull and Over-mature Trees 
As long as crown or roots were unaffected, defects in the lower bole, 
such as hollowness, injuries, etc., did not affect the yield of syrup. Some 
large old trees, worthless as saw timber, were excellent syrup producers. 
This indicates how woodland management for syrup production may 
differ radically from woodland management for timber production. 
However, once the production of sap has seriously declined for any 
reason, the tree should be cut for timber, if reasonably sound, or, if not, 
should be used for fuel wood. 
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Volu:n~> ':!!' S'l.p 
:'.flll<..'"S 
60 
55 
50 
45 
40 
J) 
)0 
25 
20 
15 
10 
Diameter 
Breo.at H1~h: Under a~ 
h0.85 gal. 
J5.$h gal. 
27.03 gal. 
16.90 gal. 
10.07 gal. 
7.83 gal. 
30" 
Figure 8 (a)-This ~hows the variation in volume of sap produced from average tree• 
of diflerent sizes (four-yea1 average> on 35 "test plots"). 
11Sweetnesa 11 of Sap 
~
z.so 
2.10% 
2.00 2.05% 
1.92% 
1.?8% 
1.75 
1.61% 
l.SO 1.4?~ l.JO% 
1.25 
Breast M:l.gh Under 8 1r 10' 15' 2011 35" Over 35P 
Figure 8 (b)-This shows the variation in sweetness of sap produced from average 
trees of diflcrent sizes (four-year l!<''erages on '15 "test plots"). 
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Buckets Per Tree 
Long experience has demonstrated that the following rule ol thumb 
can be safely followed in respect to the number ol 'ap buckets (with one 
tap hole per bucket) hung on different sized trees without seriow,ly 
affecting the rate of growth or life-span ol. the trees: 
l. Hang no buckets on trees less than 10 inches in diameter at 
breast height (402 feet above the ground). Trees smaller than 
10 inches may be permanently injured by tapping. 
2. On a 10 inch to 15 inch tree hang one bucket. 
3. On a 16 inch to 20 inch tree hang two buckets. 
4. On a 21 inch to 25 inch tree hang three buckets. 
5. On trees larger than 25 inches hang four bucket~. 
Volume of Sap 11 Sweetnesen of Sau 
GEillone % of Sugar ~----------------------~~ 
25' 
20.$9 gal. 
1.00:;1 
0.50% 
Classification of 
Crown Density: ~ Poor 
Volume= - %of Sugar= ~ 
Figure 9.-Foliage density of individual tree influences the production of that tree to 
a large degree. Yields frequently are proportional to the amount of foliage 
or leaf area present on the tree. Averages were used from four-year records 
of 3!) test plots, using trees of similar size (one size class). 
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The limitation to lour buckets on large tree& is because the rate 
oi annual growth i~ slower on trees of this size and more years arc 
needed to grow a new la)er of sarm·ood over an old tap hole. 
Yield 
Pint 
5 
).84 pts. 
3 
2 
1 
% of Total Height: Less Than 50-75% 15% & over 
50% 
Figure 10.-The effect of height or depth of crown is shown here on 14 inch trees 
(D.B.H.). Compare this graph with that showing width of crown (Figure 
11). Apparently it requires both depth and width to develop the ideal 
sugar tree. Basis - 300 trees over a four-year period. 
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A~ an average propo~1t10n, the mgar bmhe~ ~tudicd wc1 e being 
tapped under the them etical rate~ de~ignated a bo\'e, ex< ept the ,mall 
tree&, which were olten overlapped. 
Test~ ol individual maple tree~ and ~ample plot~. a~ di~rm~cd above, 
help to identify several things which influence the volume and quality 
ol: ~ap. Some ol the~e lend thcmselve~ to woodland management de~igned 
Yield 
4 
4.16 pts. 
3 
2 
1 
Width in feet: Under 20 1 20-30 1 Over 30' 
Figure H.-Width of crown and yield of syrup compared. This is on the basis of 
similar diameter breast high with merely the difference in width of 
crown. This would indicate that a good sugar tree must ha.ve consider· 
able width of crown. Apparently it's the total leaf area exposed to sunlight 
that pays off in the long run, moisture and other factors being equal. 
Basis-300 trees in the 16 inch class (D.B.H.) over a four-year period. 
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1./bS 
1.7./S 1.73S lo1)S 
lloS ,'llo 
TO 
8.)fl'4l. 
01"0Wt.h 
iiiiif\,.r 1och ~1 .. 10:~20 ~o-s ov .. r 25 l.u .. ).S .0....!5 l ver 2o::; 
.olWIItlofSa!l•- iofStopr• ~ 
Figure 12.-Compa.rison of growth with yield of trees in the 12 and 16 inch diameter 
classes, hanging approximately 1.4 buckets per tree. Both average volume 
of sap and average sugar content is shown. Thus, it is readily noticed that 
there is a definite correlation between yield and growth rate. The faster 
the growth, the better vigor and the higher the yield of sap. Data were 
calculated on 35 sugar bushes over a four-year period. 
to promote maple syrup production. The significance ol these physical 
factors can be more fully evaluated when the total effort and expenditure 
going into maple syrup production is taken into account. To do this, 
the analysis of records kept by sugar bush operators will be introduced 
at this point. 
COST OF PRODUCTION 
Any important condition which lends itself to change through 
management needs to be tested in terms of its influence on the cost of 
production. The differences which have been pointed out in respect to 
test plots were found to apply to entire sugar bushes. To these differences 
can be added the variations in equipment and operating practices used 
by different sugar bush operators. In order to test all these things, so far 
as practicable, from 50 to 60 sugar bush operators kept cost account 
records in each of four years. Forty operators kept records for all four 
years and these are used for most of the cost analysis which follows. For 
a few comparisons, facts from all the cost records were used and all were 
valuable as a check on the other records. 
The items included in production costs were: labor by the operator, 
his family, and hired labor used in the sugar bush and in syrup produc-
tion; fuel for evaporating the sap; charges for use of the land and 
equipment; power costs (team or tractor); and containers and supplies. 
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Labor was chargt:d at 60 cents per hour in !946, RO cent~ in 1917, 
R5 cents in 19-1R and 90 cent~ in 19-19. The charge for home produced 
fuel was $5.00 per coni in 1 !Hfi and Ji;8.00 per cord in the next three 
years. Fuel purchased (mo~tly coal) was charged at market cost. Land 
charges included taxe> on the area used in syrup production and an 
interest charge of -1 percent on the tax valuation. When trees were 
rented the land charge was the amount of rent paid. Equipment charges 
included depreciation based on the expected years of use, repairs, and 
interest at 5 percent on the depreciated value. 
Hourly rates tor team or tractor were respectively: 50 and 75 cent~ 
in 1946 and 1947: 65 and 80 cents in 1948; and 58 and 80 cents in 1949. 
Containers and supplies were charged at actual cost. 
Calculated on the above described schedule of expenses, the 4-year 
average cost of production per gallon of syrup \Vas $2.94. 
For the average operator, labor represented 40 percent of the total 
cost of syrup production. He spent about 2/5 o[ a man-hour gathering 
a barrel of sap and 1;2 hour boiling time per gallon of syrup. Between 
lj4 and l/3 of the total time was spent getting the bush ready to operate 
and closing it. Tapping trees, hanging buckets, cleaning and assembling 
equipment and storing it again at the end of the season took about 8 
hours per 100 buckets hung;-6 hours of which were expended opening 
the bush and 2 hours closing it clown. For the 4 years the total labor 
cost per gallon of syrup produced averaged $1.24. 
The second largest expense was equipment charges,-17 percent of 
the total, or 51 cents pet gallon of syrup. 
The third largest expense was fuel, 15 percent of the total. The 
average producer boiled clown about 24 barrels of sap per cord of wood 
(or its equivalent) to produce I 7 gallons of syrup,-a fuel expense of 
44 cents per gallon of syrup. 
Per gallon of syrup produced, the average expense for the use of 
land was 34 cents; team or tractor, 23 cents; and miscellaneous, 18 cents. 
The above average costs serve as benchmarks in the analysis of these 
various factors which influence costs. In the following analysis of these 
various factors costs are expressed, so far as practicable, in physical units 
which remain more constant than money cost. On the other hand, money 
is the only common denominator which expresses all costs. 
Sweetness of Sap and Cost of Production 
Sweetness of sap affects gathering time, boiling time and amount 
of fuel necessary to produce a gallon of maple syrup. Its influence 1s 
clearly reflected in the analysis of 40 sugar bush records in Table 3. 
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I. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
IO. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
Table 3.-Sweetness of Sap Related to Various Maple Syrup Production Costs, 4-Year Averages 
of 40 Producers, Northeastetn Ohio. 
Sweetness o( Sap 
(Gals. of syrup per 100 gallons of sap) 
2.00 2.15 2.30 2.4!1 2.60 
Item Under to to to to gals. 
2.00 2.14 2.29 2.44 2.59 or 
gals. gals. gals. gals. gals. Jnore 
Number of farms 5 9 8 8 4 (j 
Number of buckets hung per bush 880 1279 1!913 979 1272 I 107 
Gallons of syrup per 100 gallons of sap 1.87 2.09 2.22 2.35 2.55 2.76 
Gathering time per barrel of sap, hrs. .38 .38 .47 .38 .32 .36 
Gathering time per gallon of syrup, hrs. .64 .60 .64 .55 .41 .40 
Boiling time per barrel of sap, hrs. .37 .31 .37 .44 .32 .3·1 
Boiling time per gallon of syrup, ht·s. .59 .51 .53 .61 .40 .37 
Barrels of sap boiled per cmd" of fuel wood 23.1 26.3 23.7 22.4 22.5 23.9 
Gallons of syrup boiled per cord" of fuel wood 14.9 17.0 16.7 16.4 17.5 18.9 
Average production cost per gallon of syrup $ 3.17 s 3.28 $ 3.04 $ 3.07 $ 2.28 $ 2.37 
Adjusted# gathering time per gallon of symp, hrs. .66 .62 .53 .56 .50 .43 
Adjusted## boiling time per gallon of syrup, hrs. .5i .!>9 .52 .50 .45 .39 
Adjusted### gallons of syrup per cord of wood l.iA 15.5 16.9 17.5 18.6 18.9 
" All fuel converted to wood equivalents. 
Average 
ll26 
2.28 
.39 
r.· 
•• J!l 
.36 
.51 
23.9 
16.9 
$ 2.!H 
·r. 
.!),) 
.51 
16.9 
Differences in labor and fuel efficiency per barrel of sap among clas~es in line~ 4, 6, and 8 are due to factor~ other than ~weet­
ness of sap. If the effect o[ these other variations is removed, the effect of the sugar content of the sap is mme clearly seen. 
"The following computations serve to equalize the factors of labor and fuel efficiency ami to show the true effect of sweetnes~ 
of sap on operating time and fuelwood consumption." 
#Line 11-(Hours gathering per barrel of sap for 40 bushes + values in Line 4) " value~ in Line 5. 
Example: (.39 + .38) x .64 = .66. 
##Line 12-(Hours boiling pet· barrel of sap for 40 bushes + values in Line 6) :· value~ in Line 7. 
Example: (.36 + .37) X .59= .57. 
###Line 13-Values in Line 9 + (Values in Line 8 + barrels of sap boiled per cord of wood for 40 bmhes). 
Example: 14.9 + (23.1 + 23.9) = 15.4. 
Sweetness of sap does not affect the amount of time necessary to 
gather a barrel of sap. and only has a slight effect on the time and fuel 
necessary to evaporate a barrel of sap to syrup (5). This fact ·was med 
in Table 3 to cancel out the random differences in labor time and in 
fuel consumption arising from operating efficiency. After being so 
standardized it was possible to measure approximately (6) the difference 
in time and fuel consumption arising exclusively from variations in 
5weetness of sap. 
When sorted into six classes based on the svveetness of sap it was 
found that five producers having sap with the lowest sugar content 
recovered an average of 1.87 gallons of syrup per 100 gallons of sap 
processed; in other words, they gathered and boiled an average of 53.5 
gallons of sap to obtain one gallon of syrup. At the other extreme, one 
group of six producers with sap having the highest sugar content ob· 
tained an average ot 2.76 gallons of syrup per 100 gallons of sap. They 
gathered and boiled only 36.2 gallons of sap per gallon of syrup. 
Further contrasting these extreme groups-to produce a gallon of 
syrup the operators with the thinnest sap handled 48 percent more 
volume, at the expenditure of 53 percent more gathering time, 46 
percent more boiling time, 23 percent more fuel and 34 percent more 
total expense per gallon of syrup than did the men with the sweetest 
sap. 
The above comparisons merely demonstrate the obvious: the 
sweeter the sap the less effort to produce a gallon of syrup. The fact 
that such a marked difference exists rather sharply illustrates the de-
sirability (and the opportunity) of lowering the cost of production, so 
far as possible, by sugar bush management designed to produce the type 
of maple tree which flows sweet sap. 
Size of Enterprise and Cost of Production 
Size is no guaranty of efficient production. This study indicates 
however, that as a general rule, the smaller producers had the higher 
costs per gallon of syrup produced. The comparisons summarized in 
Table 4 suggest why. 
Some additional economy in use of labor and equipment can be 
attained as more buckets are hung; at least up to 1,700 or 1,800. As 
shown in Table 4, that was the optimum point in cost per gallon of 
syrup. The most general reasons why average costs rose slightly in larger 
a In contrast, the tirne and fuel expenditure per gallon of syrup varies inversely with 
the sweetness of sap. 
6 The impossibility of holding all factors absolutely constant under the actual work· 
ing conditions of 40 different operators needs to be recognized. 
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Table 4.-Number of Buckets Hung Related to Maple Syrup Production Costs 1\Ieasured on a Physical Ba~is and in Ilollat•, 
4-Year Average of 40 Producers, Northeastern Ohio. 
Size Oas~es- Number of Buckets Hung 
675 975 1275 1575 1875 
Under To To To To And Average 
675 974 1274 1574 1874 Over 
Number of fanns 5 14 !l :; 3 4 
Buckets hung per bush :m; 817 1037 !Btl l71i6 !!20.) 112Ci 
Gallons of ~yrup produced per bush 98 181 1!10 314 4H l!l:l 211 
Gallons of sap per gallon of syrup 47 42 47 45 41 l!i 1l 
Gallons of sap per bucket hung 8 lO 9 10 II 10 10 
Gallons of syrup per bucket hung .17 .2! .18 .21 .26 .21 .21 
Gathering time per barrel of sap Hrs. .48 .43 .39 .:lO .23 .37 .:19 
Boiling time per barrel of ~ap If .49 .42 .37 .23 .2!) .20 .36 
Boiling time per gallon of syrup If .70 .59 .5:1 32 .35 .29 .!il 
Total man hours per bucket hung If .33 .41 2~ . I .2} .25 26 .32 
'f otal man hours per gallon of syrup 
" 
1.93 1.71 I.:; I 1.10 .9:; 1.21 J.jl 
Team (or tractor) time per bucket hung 
" 
.08 .O!l .07 .Oli .07 .Oi .07 
Kl Team (or tractor) time per gallon u[ syrup 
" 
.JH .38 .39 .~H .26 .3:; .:15 
'"'-1 Barrels of ~ap boiled per cmd of wood'"" 21 23 21 27 25 21i 24 
Gallons of ~yrup boiled per curd of wood'"" )j l6 JCj 20 20 Ill 17 
Pre~ent value (cost less depreciation) of equipment" per bu<h ~Hili )fil2 'i.70l ~Cll2 '1>1073 'H841 i>71i4 
Pre!>ent value of equipment per bucket hung .70 .75 .65 .43 .61 .83 .68 
Charges per bucket hung, dollat·s-Equipment .13 .12 .10 .07 .08 .10 .Ill 
Labor .26 .30 .2'1 .20 .20 .21 ')" -~) 
Team (or uactm) .06 .o:; .01 .Ot .()! .01 .or. 
Fuel .08 .II .(1'! .09 .09 .OB .09 
Land .07 .09 .o:; .Oi .08 .ll> .Ol! 
Total""" $.63 $.71 $.:i4 $.52 ;,.54 'i-51 '1>.63 
Charge per gallon of sy1 up produced, dolla1·s- Equipment .75 .53 .52 .33 .33 Ali .50 
Labor 1.49 I.:m 1.!6 .93 .82 .9:; 1.20 
Tealll (or tractor) .34 .24 2" • J .18 .1.~ .20 .23 
Fuel .52 .-17 .41 .39 .36 .37 .4:i 
Land .40 .31l .32 .30 .33 .24 .36 
Mi~cellane0m .21 .20 .18 .19 .17 .20 .20 
Total $3.71 $3.18 $2.97 $2.32 :i-2.15 $2.42 :)12.9! 
"' Including wgar house. 
*" All fuel converted to wood equivalent. 
""" Including miscellaneom expeme not itemized. 
bushes were the recent purchase of equipment at relatively high prices 
and that these bushes either \rere composed of two or more scattered 
areas in each case or the land was rough and broken. In other words, it 
is of some advantage to have the sugar bush area compact and easily 
worked over to save time in gathering and hauling sap. Given this con-
dition, it is probable that costs would continue to go down in bushes 
hanging 2,000 or more buckets. Also, it may be pointed out that at 
prevailing syrup prices the operators of large bushes may have a little 
higher average cost per gallon and at the same time a higher total net 
profit than smaller operators. 
Another cause for efficiency in the medium-sized and larger bushes 
is that they will justify the investment in a larger evaporator which 
<>conomizes on both man-hours in boiling sap and in use oi fuel. 
It may be that the records tend to over-emphasize the economy of 
labor in the larger bushes, particularly in man-hours to gather sap. 
Proportionately more of the labor force in the larger bushes is repre-
sented by men in the prime of life. All the work in some small to 
medium sized bushes was done by men 65 to 75 years old; in others by a 
mixed force of family labor. Viewed as a commercial enterprise, however, 
it is concluded that economy in production of maple syrup favors the 
operator of a bush hanging 1,200 or more buckets because that size or 
larger will justify investment in adequate equipment to save labor time, 
and fuel. 
Despite previous statements, it needs to be recognized that a few 
relatively small producers (hanging 600 to 800 buckets) were able to 
keep costs down to average or below. They did so by good management 
of good producing trees. Presumably, they would have had still lower 
costs by comparable management of larger bushes. 
Number of Buckets Hung Per Acre 
This merits discussion from two standpoints: (a) the influence on 
gathering time; and (b) the net return per acre. 
The 4-year records of 40 producers indicated an average time of 
23 minutes for a man to gather a barrel of sap. It is reasonable to assume 
that some less time would be consumed in gathering if a given number 
of buckets was densely hung over a small area instead of scattered over 
a large area. The records indicate that this difference may not be 
of primary importance in most situations. For instance, in those bushes 
hanging less than 27 buckets per acre, the gathering time per barrel of 
sap was 25 minutes; in contrast, in those bushes hanging 27 or more 
buckets per acre, the gathering time per barrel of sap averaged 23 
minutes. But, of this latter group, three producers hanging 55 or more 
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Table 5.-Maple Syrup Production, Costs and Returns as Related to the Number of Buckets Hung Per ALTe in Sugar nush, 
4-Year Records, 40 Producers, Northeastern, Ohio, 1946-1949 Inclusive. 
----------~-~-----
Number o[ buckets hung per a<:re 
Less 20 27 34 41 48 55 
than to to to to to or All 
20 26 33 40 47 54 more cases 
Cases in sample 5 8 5 3 9 7 3 ·10 
Average buckets hung per bush 756 941 1281 1205 1386 909 1630 1126 
Average buckets hung per acre 17 23 31 35 45 51 68 :17 
Barrels of sap per acre 5.1 7.0 9.6 11.8 12.7 14.5 20.8 10.1 
Bareis of sap per bucket .31 .31 .33 .32 .31 .27 .33 .:ll 
Gallons of syrup pe1· 100 gallons of sap 2.44 2.14 2.20 1.98 2.33 2.20 2.14 2.28 
Gallons of syrup per acre 3.88 4.63 6.57 7.27 9.15 9.93 13.82 G.9Ci 
Gallons of sy1 up per bucket .25 .22 .20 .19 .21 .19 .2!l .21 
Hours gathering per bucket .11 .12 .10 .08 .10 .09 f'J .10 
Hours gathering per barrel o{ sap .35 .46 .35 .31 .39 .44 .H .39 
Hours gathering per gallon of syrup .50 .6:> .49 .-14 .5!1 .62 .63 .55 
Average cost per gallon $ 3.26 $ 3.35 $ 2.52 $ 2.5') $ 2.78 $ 2.86 $ 2.74 $ 2.9! 
Average total expense per ao-e $12M $15.51 $16.5fi H8.54 $25.44 $28.40 $37.87 ~!!0.46 
Estimated total return per acre* $19.40 $23.15 $32.85 $36.35 $45.75 $-!9.65 $69.10 $34.80 
Estimated net return per acre** $ 6.76 $ 7.64 $16.29 $17.81 $20.31 $21.2.1) $31.23 $H.:l4 
* At selling price of $5.00 per gallon. 
** After deducting all costs including an interest charge on land. Thi~ net return would represent first: payment for manage· 
ment and risk; any surplus then remaining could be considered as an additional reimbursement for the use of land. Some 
of the costs represent cash investments when prices were lower. If calculated on the hasis of current replacement costs the 
net 1 eturn would be lower (see page 30). 
buckets per acre avcntgcd 26 minute;, per barrel of sap gathered, about 
the same a~ the group hanging the fewest buckets per acre. 
Field obserYatiom indicated that rough, broken land may slow up 
the gathering rate; that age and physical capacity of the individual may 
affect the rate of work; that at lea>t in some ~ituations, the use of a 
tractor instead of horses slows up the rate of gathering. These and 
other reasons appeat to be as important influences on the rate of 
gathering ~ap in individual cases as ·was the number of buckets hung 
per acre. 
When converted to dollar costs per gallon of syrup produced, the 
highest cost producers were among those hanging the fewest number of 
buckets per acre. But the records did not indicate that these higher 
costs per gallon could be definitely related to physical difficulties of 
operation. 
As meawred by net returns per acre, the efficiency in the use of 
land was about in proportion to the number of buckets hung per acre. 
Actually, the records show the net returns (last line in Table 5) to in-
crease slightly faster; but the difference could not be definitely related 
to the number of buckets hung per acre. As grouped in Table 5 the 
estimated net return per acre ranged from approximately $7.00 up to 
$31.00. 
Under the method of cost analysis used in this study, the net return 
per acre (or per gallon) may be viewed as payment for management and 
risk of the operator and reimbursement for the use of land in addition 
to that already deducted as interest and the cost of taxes. How much 
should be allocated to each, except for taxes, is purely a matter of con-
jecture. On the other hand, the number of buckets hung per acre and 
the resulting net returns per acre can be considered a fair index of 
intensity in the use of land. 
If current cost of replacement of equipment is used instead of the 
actual cost sometime in the past, (less depreciation) the average cost of 
production would be increased about 50 cents per gallon. This fiat rate 
of increase per gallon would reduce the net returns per acre about one-
fourth (assuming the market price of syrup to remain at $5.00 per 
gallon). In other words, at prevailing syrup prices a producer buying all 
new equipment and constructing a new sugar house could face higher 
costs and a smaller net return than that indicated in Table 5. 
A question is, what intensity in the use of land is compatible with 
the lowest production cost per gallon of syrup? The main part of the 
answer lies in the relative size of various expenses which enter into the 
cost of production. As calculated in this study land costs represent, on 
the average, about ll percent of the cost of producing a gallon of syrup 
as compared with 42 percent for labor and 15 percent for fuel. Land is 
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the smallest expeme of the three .. h has been indicated in Table 3, 
~weetness of sap ha~ a definite influence on the cost of production. And, 
the sweetest sap came from trees of the open grown type (Figure 6). 
Therefore, it follows that if lo-w cost per gallon of syrup is the objective, 
the ideal sugar bush would be one which made a rather liberal use of 
land, allowing each tree relative freedom frorn the competition of other 
trees. Because the average sugar bush is only about 50 percent maples, 
opportunity usually exists for production of more and sweeter sap by 
the gradual removal of other species. Both a more intensive use of land 
and more space per maple tree are possible in the average situation. 
Annual Variati011s in Yield and Cost of Production 
Syrup yields vary from year to year mainly because of the kind 
of weather experienced during the sap-flow season. This variation in 
yield has considerable influence on the production costs of all producers 
as indicated by the figures in Table 6. 
Table 6.-Comparison of Average Costs* Per Gallon of Maple Syrup, Record;, of 
Northeastern Ohio Producers, 1946-49. 
YEAR Four-
1946 1947 1948 1949 year 
Average 
:-.lumber of records 58 49 52 47 
Gallons syrup produced per 100 
buckets hung 13.98 25.14 18.67 27.78 21.39 
Average expense per gallon syrup 
produced: 
Operator and family labor .84 .80 .85 .81 .83 
Hired labor .42 .41 .45 .33 .40 
Equipment (dep. & repair) .53 .25 .36 .24 .35 
Fuel .38 .44 .45 .41 .42 
Team or tractor .26 .19 .28 .20 .23 
Taxes and rent .19 .14 .20 . I 1 .16 
Interest on investment (land, 
sugar house and equipment) .67 .28 .41 .26 .40 
Containers, labels, shipping .20 .17 .18 .22 .19 
Average cost per gallon $3.49 $2.68 $3.18 $2.58 $2.98 
* These costs vary only slightly from the averages based on 40 producers who kept 
records for all four years. 
The costs as calculated in Table 6 are based on the current costs 
of hired labor, fuel and supplies as reported by individual sugar bush 
operators. The fixed costs of interest and depreciation are based on the 
actual cost at the time of purchase of equipment or construction of the 
sugar house. 
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A5 calculated abO\e, no allowance i~ made for the cost ot manaae. ,.., 
ment and risk incurred by the operator. The individual operator i~ 
reimbursed for these items according to his 5kill and luck from year 
to year. Obviously, 5ome margin of profit abo"e costs, as ha~ been 
calculated. is necessary in the long run to encourage farmers to assume 
the risk and trouble involved in the operation of a sugar bush. 
Maple Syrup Costs With Different Yields Per Bucket Hung 
The purpose of Figure 13 is to provide a 5cale which will enable 
producers to estimate their average cost of production per gallon of 
syrup from year to year. 
The types of charges that make up the cost of producing maple 
syrup might be classified as land charges, equipment charges, interest 
charges, fuel, containers, team*, and labor. The first three are fixed 
charges. They remain the same for a bush for a particular year whether 
a large or small amount of maple syrup is produced. But since the total 
charge for these items is constant for a bush the unit cost per gallon 
decreases in yea1s when yields are high. 
The last four items are variable charges. The annual expense for 
these items varies in about the same way as do yields. 
Labor is the biggest item of cost. It makes up a little over one-third 
of the total cost of producing syrup. Some of the labor is a fixed item 
for a season including the time spent getting the bush into operation 
(tapping trees, hane;ing buckets, cleaning equipment, and setting up the 
stack) and closing the bush (gathering buckets, pulling spiles, and storing 
equipment). This fixed amount of labor amounts to about 8 hours per 
100 buckets hung. The other increment of labor-that spent gathering 
sap and boiling and canning syrup-is one that varies with the amount 
of syrup produced. It requires about 1.1 hours per gallon of syrup 
produced. · 
Equipment costs make up 30 percent of the cost of producing syrup 
if the present replacement costs of equipment are considered. For a 
1,200-1,500 bucket bush the equipment charge for a year will be $270 
to $300. 
Land charges make up 11 percent of the cost of producing syrup. 
These last two items of cost are the same whether the yield is high 
or low. So the unit cost per gallon of syrup for these items decreases as 
yield increases. 
Horse or tractor power accounts for about 7 percent of the cost 
of producing syrup. 
* or tractor. 
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It take;, one cord of 'mod lm each 1i gallom of ~yrup produced on 
the awrage. Thi~ is .06 cords per gallon and when wood i'> ~8.00 per 
cord that j., equal to SA9 per gallon. 
Container cmt is about the ~ame per gallon whether the yield is 
large or small. 
When all ot these charge~ are added together and the re~ults are 
plotted as in Figure 13, it is possible, hy inspection, to arrive at an 
average cost of production at any yield level. Four year5 of detailed field 
records have shown this technique to result in accurate estimations. 
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Figure 13.-Maple Syrup Costs with Different Yields. 
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The co~t of producmg maple ~}rup decrea~eb from $5.71 per gallon 
when the ) ield wa~ l 0 gallom ol syrup per 100 buckets to $2.95 per 
gallon when 30 gallom of syrup wa; produced per 100 bucket:,, when all 
labor was charged at 80 cents per hour. The1e are 3 lines that show 
cost; at 3 difterent wage rates. Labor charge at 80 cents per hour varieb 
from $1.52 per gallon at the lower yield to $1.09 per gallon at the higher 
yield. The charges for land, eqmpment at replacement costs, power, etc., 
vary irom $z).50 per gallon at the lower yield to $1.17 at the higher yield. 
Fuel costs at $8.00 per cord of wood amount to 49 cents per gallon of 
;yrup. Container:, cost 20 cents per gallon. 
Type and Size of Evaporator 
The older style evaporators with flat bottoms provide less heating 
wrtace and evaporate the water in the sap less rapidly than the newer 
style evaporaton. oi ~imilar dimemions but having deeply corrugated 
bottom:,. The figure~ assembled in Table 7 indicate the boiling time 
and fuel consumption relative to sap and syrup processed by type and 
~ile of evaporator. 
Table 7.-Type and Size oi Evaporator as Related to Man-Hour>, Fuel Consumption, 
and Total Cost of Producing Maple Syrup, 4-Year Records of 40 Producers, 
Northeastern Ohio. 
"l ype and Size of Evaporator 
Flat Pan" Corrugated 
Small Large Small Medium Large 
(4'xl0' (5'xl6' (3'x12' (4'xl4' (5'x16' 
to to to to to All 
Item 4'xl3') 6'x20') 4'xl2') 5'xl4') 6'x22') Sizes 
Number oi ca,es 9 6 12 9 40 
Av. No. of buckets hung 708 1076 748 lOll 1769 1126 
Gah. of ;yrup pe1 !00 gal. sap 2.20 2.21 2.41 2.19 2.36 2.28 
Boilmg time per bbl. of 5ap, 
minute~ 29 20 29 23 15 22 
Sap boiled per cord of fuel 
wood, bbl. 20 . .) 26.7 21.7 22.0 26.2 23.9 
Syrup p10duced pe1 cord oi 
fuel wood, gal. 14.6*"' 18.9U 15.3** 15.5"* 18.4** 16.9 
Av. production cost pe1 gal. 
syrup-dollars 3.67 2.69 3.12 3.20 2.40 2.94 
" No medium sized flat pan evap01ator5 we1e in the sample. 
*" Adjusted to compensate for variations in the sweetness of sap. All fuel was con-
verted to wood eqtuvalent (I T. coal- 2 cords of wood). 
As analyzed in Table 7 the larger evaporators in both styles saved 
considerable boiling time as compared with the smaller evaporators. 
Likewise, efficiency in the use of fuel increased, probably because longer 
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Figure 14.-lnterior view of a well-kept sugar house following the clean-up following 
a sap run. Note that the evaporator flues, arch, and nearby equipment 
have been thoroughly cleaned. This \a.rge-sized evaporator economizes on 
labor, time, and fuel per gallon of syrup produced. 
evaporators utilized the heat more effectively than shorter ones. No 
definite difference in efficiency in the use of fuel was indicated for the 
two types of evaporators. In this respect, enough variation was en-
countered in the quality of fuel wood to suggest that some of the dif-
ference indicated in Table 7 may have arisen from random variations 
in quality of fuel. It is fairly definite, however, that the large, corrugated 
type evaporator economizes on time of boiling more than the fiat pan 
evaporator of similar dimensions. 
Use of Covers on Sap Buckets 
Some producers use no bucket covers, some on part and others on 
practically all sap buckets. The following analysis is confined to 14 
operators using no covers and 15 who covered 75 percent or more of 
the sap buckets. How does the use of covers affect the cost of producing 
syrup? While a little extra labor and expense is incurred when covers 
are used the offsetting advantages are: keeping rain water out of the 
buckets and the recovery of a little more sap. Also, in the usual course 
of events, a little water or snow may not be dumped before the sap run 
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and consequent!) ~ap irom uncO\ ered buckets may average a lm\·er sugar 
content. The above consrde1atiom are in addition to the advantages 
gained by CO\ ers protectmg the sap irom leave~. twig~ and other loretgn 
material falling into the buckets. 
Four yean ol records mdicated the following: 
(l) To produce a gallon of syrup required 47 gallons of sap when 
no co\ e1 ~ were med, and 44 gallons when covers were used. 
(2) A cord oi fuel wood was consumed to produce 16.8 gallons of 
syrup when no covers were used and 17.8 gallons when covers 
were used. 
(3) Gathering time per barrel of sap was .29 hours when no covers 
were used, and .33 hours when covers were used. 
(4) Other factors also influence the costs and when all were taken 
into account no difference on the average production cost per 
gallon was indicated whether covers were used or not. 
The decisron as to the use ol covers therefore appears to rest on 
how much they help produce a better quality of syrup. 
Woodland Inventory 
An inventory was made of the woods where records o1 maple syrup 
production were kept for this study. It covered 87 wooded tracts owned 
by 68 different people The purpose was to determine the volume and 
estimated value of the merchantable timber and the characteristics of 
each tract which might influence its use for the production of maple 
symp. 
On the 1942 acres covered by the inventory the estimated total 
amount ot saw timber was 9,282,519 board feet with an estimated 
~tumpage value oi $250,085. This represents a per acre average of 4,779 
board feet valued at $128.76. In density of stands, the tracts varied from 
340 board feet per acre valued at $10.20 on an open park (or pasture 
field) area up to 9,780 board feet valued at $272.61 in a heavily forested 
area. 
The average number ol trees per acre, 10 inches or more in 
diameter, breast high, was: hard maple, 19.4; soft maple, 2.4; and other 
>pecies 22.4; a total ol 44.2 trees per acre. The average carrying capacity 
was 40.2 buckets per acre, ranging from 8.4 buckets on one tract up to 
101 buckets on another. In calculating this bucket carrying capacity 
soft maples were included only in those cases where the operator tapped 
soft maples. 
The above circumstances emphasize that woods used for maple 
syrup production are far from uniform. Nearly all the trees in some 
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woods are hard maple but the more typical woods contain a surprisingly 
large proportion of other species. It may be pointed out that over a 
period of time woodland management and harvesting practices can 
increase the proportion of hard maple to practically 100 percent of the 
total stand. 
No definite relationship existed between the amount of mer-
chantable timber and the bucket carrying capacity or the sweetness of 
sap. 
Saw Timber Harvested 
l\fost woodland used for maple syrup production is also potentially 
capable of producing some saw timber. The question is, how much is 
actually recovered? The results of four years' study are as follows: In 
21 out of 40 cases (where records were kept for all four years) some saw 
timber was cut either for home use or for sale. At this rate it can be 
estimated that on any one particular tract some trees would be utilized 
for saw timber abom once in eight years. The 21 cases represented a 
total cut of 62,115 board feet for sale and 60,638 board feet for home use. 
For that sold, the sum oi $2,130.70 was received (stumpage value) at an 
Figure 15.-A new sugar house built entirely from native hardwood species other than 
sugar maple which were removed while improving the farm sugar bush. 
Note that constt·uction has begun on a large fuel-wood shelter. 
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average price of $35 per thousand. At an estimated value of $30 per 
thousand, that used at home would be worth $1,819. The saw timber 
harvested for sale or home use would represent an annual average 
return of 84 cents per acre (for 26 board feet) for the 40 cases. It should 
be recognized that the amount of saw timber harvested may have a verv 
indefinite relatiomhip with that potentially available tor harvest. 
This relatively low volume of saw timber may be partially explained 
by the fact that a relatively large volume of fuel wood is used in the 
production of maple syrup. 
Fuel Wood 
The tracts of woodland used for maple syrup production also fur-
nish much of the fuel wood to boil the sap. In the usual coul'se of 
events, most of the fuel wood is harvested as a salvage operation al-
though some potential saw timber is cut for fuel. Defective trees, dead 
trees, and windfalls occur in any woods. To some extent, utilization of 
this wood to boil sap is an outlet for material that might otherwise be 
wasted. 
Covering records for four years, the average of 40 syrup producers 
hung 1,126 buckets and used 11 standard cords of wood and some coal. 
If this coal is converted to wood equivalent, the total fuel consumed 
would equal 14 cords of wood or about one cord for each 80 buckets. 
But excluding the coal the average producer actually used about one 
cord of wood for each 100 buckets or .36 of cord for each acre in sugar 
hush. 
Pasturing the Sugar Bush 
The study of sample plots in grazed bushes as compared with un-
gnzed bushes indicated that,-provided an adequate stand of maple 
trees existed on the grazed plot,-the yield of syrup was as good or 
better than on ungrazed land. It can be pointed out that plots in 
grazed sugar bushes usually had more trees of the large crowned, open 
grown type which tests indicated to be the best producers. Also, grazed 
sugar bushes contained a greater proportion of large diameter old trees 
which were good producers. Naturally, if grazing had been heavy and 
continuous few or no young trees were coming on as replacements; but 
this did not always limit current production. The adverse effect of soil 
compaction in the grazed sugar bushes apparently was more than offset 
by the factors of tree size and crown size. The well stocked one-fifth acre 
sample plots in the grazed bushes produced at the rate of 22.6 gallons 
of syrup per acre and in the ungrazed plots at the rate of 20.2 gallons 
per acre. Both illustrate the superior capacity of a well stocked area 
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Table !l.-Costs and Returns from Maple Syrup Production in Un!:,'l'azed and Grazed 
Sugar Bushes, Averages of Four Year. Production, 1946-1949, Northeastern 
Ohio. 
Item 
:-lumber of cases classified 
.·het age >i7e of bmh 
Av. buckets hung per bush 
Av. tappable trees per acre~ 
.-\.v. buckets hung per acre 
Total barrel~ of sap 
Barreh of sap per acre 
Banels of sap per bucket 
Total gals. of syrup produced 
Gallons of sap per gal. of syrup 
Gals. of syrup per acre 
Gals. of syrup per bucket 
Hours gathering per 100 buckets 
Average cost per gallon 
Av. total expense per acre 
Est. total return per acre** 
Net profit per acre*"* 
* Hard maple~ 10" and over, D.B.H. 
** At selling price of $5.00 per gallon. 
acres 
number 
number 
number 
number 
number 
number 
number 
number 
number 
number 
dollan 
dollan 
dollars 
dollars 
Class of Bush 
Ungrazed Recovering 
from grazing 
10 R 
27 2~ 
1103 !OH 
28 28 
41 42 
336 ~3-!3 
12.4 l·U 
.30 .3-l 
218 219 
47.6 -!8.6 
8.ll 9.13 
.20 .22 
lO 10 
3.16 2.96 
25.63 27.02 
40.55 4S.65 
14.92 18.63 
**" After deducting aU co~ts including interest charge on land. 
Grazed 
18 
:l9 
1023 
17 
26 
30:1 
7.8 
.:lo 
221 
42.8 
.15.67 
.22 
11 
2.93 
16.61 
28.35 
11.74 
as compared with syrup production per acre in the average sugar bush 
(Table 8). 
A study of the production from the entire sugar bush, grazed and 
ungrazed, revealed several points recorded in Table 8 which can be 
summarized. The average cost of production of a gallon of syrup was 
not significantly different in grazed and ungrazed bushes. The average 
number of buckets hung per acre was significantly greater in the un-
grazed bushes and, because of this, a little less time was necessary to 
collect the sap per 100 buckets. The increased net return per acre in 
the ungrazed bushes indicated that at current syrup prices the produc-
tion of syrup is a more profitable use of wood land than grazing. A 
relatively unintensive use of land was indicated in the grazed bushes 
(average, 26 buckets per acre). 
On the scale of production costs used in this study, the average 
syrup producer would about break even if he sold syrup at $3.00 per 
gallon. At some such point in price, current income from the land 
would favor either straight timber production or use as pasture rather 
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than syrup production. The crux of the matter is that the average grazed 
bush is on its way to conversion to pasture and cannot be permanently 
utilized for both sap production and pasture unless special effort is made 
to plant and protect the young maples needed for replacements. Some 
producers are doing this to a limited extent. 
Charge for the Use of Land Owned or Rented 
About 85 percent of the maple syrup production covered by this 
study was on land owned by the operator. The land charge involved m 
producing syrup on both owned and rented land was calcula ted as 
follows: 
When on owner-operated land, the maple syrup enterprise was 
charged with all the real estate tax on the land in sugar bush, and with 
4 percent annual interest on a land-tax-valuation averaging $33.91 per 
acre but ranging from $25 to $50 in individual cases. This valuation 
does not include any allowance for the value of the timber on the land. 
This low valuation and interest charge were used because most land 
used in maple syrup production is also used for other purposes,- pro-
Figure 16.-A contrast between the grazed a.nd ungrazed sugar bush. Note the vast 
difference in ground cover. 
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ductwn of sa" timber, luel wood, and in about one-half the ta~cs, tm 
pa~tmc. 
To explain further: 
(I) lJnder fair to good g10wmg conditiOns woodland add~ 3 to 5 
percent to the volume ol wood each yem whi<.h ~hould about 
ofhet an annual interest c.harge on the value of the existing 
stand oi merchantable timber. 
(2) H pa~tured, the annual tree growth might be les~ but the land 
~hould be credited with the value of the forage, although such 
forage is usually recognized as being very low in nutrient value. 
(3) Much of the fuel wood mcd to boil the sap c.ame from the 
sugar bush area and the maple syrup enterpri~e wa~ charged 
with the value of this wood. 
(4) In <.ase timber was ~old trom the ~ugar bw;h area the maple 
syrup enterprise was not credited with thh income. 
By the foregoing method the land charge~ of intere5t and taxe~ 
averaged 5.15 cents per bucket hung or slightly mme than the average 
rental charge per bucket in 1946 when the study wal> l>tarted. 
Renting Maple Trees 
Several different types of rental arrangements involving maple tree~ 
were encountered. (1) A farm or tra<.t ot land might be cal>h or share 
rented. The use ot a sugar bush and even sugar making equrpment might 
be included with no separate rental price stipulated for such, or (2), 
trees might be rented for a lump sum in cash; or (3), tor a certain 
number oi gallom of syrup; or (4), for so much per bucket hung. It i~ 
probable, regardless of the terms of the lease, that most people arrived 
at a rental by some estimate of bucket carrying capacity ol the area 
rented. At least, to put all maple tree rentals on a comparable basi~ 
the figures in Table 9 express rentals as the amount paid per bucket 
hung. Because maple syrup prices increased from 1946 to 1949, rentab 
are shown ior each year. Average rental rates have gone up too. 
Table 9.-Rental Rates Paid for the Use of Maple Trees for Syrup Production, North-
eastern Ohio, 1946-49. 
~umber of Rental rates (in cents per bucket hung) 
Year cases in Range 
sample Lowest Highest Average 
1946 9 3 13 I) 
1947 8 3 16 8 
1948 12 3 29 9 
1949 9 3 16 9 
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\l\7hen put on a land area basi~ rentals ranged hom about one 
dollar up to I 0 dolhw, per ao e gros~ return to the land owne1, and 
averaged about i2 00 per acte in 1946 and ~3.50 in 19·19. 
It will be ol interest to maple ~yrup pwducer~ that the above 
average rentab arc approximately equal to the price oi two gallom oi 
~yrup t01 each 100 buckets hung regardle~s oi the year. Paying rentab 
in a fixed quantity oi syrup ha~ the advantage oi automatically adjmtmg 
the rent to change~ 111 syrup prices. 
MARKETING 
State Standards for Maple Syrup and Maple Sugar 
The intent ol the Ohio law is to prevent adulteration by specitymg 
certain standard~ and p10viding for labeling. 
The General Code (Sec. 12763) identifies maple ~yrup (or maple 
sugar) as the unadulterated product by evaporation oi the sap ol the 
maple tree. Any other mbstance purporting to be maple syrup or maple 
~ugar is considered to be an adulteration. A gallon (231 cubic inches) 
of maple syrup weighing le~s than 11 pounds is legally an adulteration. 
Penalties are provided for adulteration or lor the use of the word 
"maple" except on the pure product. 
The Ohio law (G.C.Sec. 17766) provides that a package ot maple 
~yrup or maple sugar wld or in possession with intent to sell must bear 
the name and address of the packer and also the state, territory or 
country in which it was produced. 
Compliance with the above specificatiom is supervised by the State 
Department ot Agriculture. Because pure maple syrup is a luxury 
product it offers some opportunity tor iraud by adulteration and sale 
under take labels or under counterfeit labels of reputable dealers or 
producer&. The purchaser needs to be particularly on guard against 
offers ol: an unknown product by unidentified strangers at cut-rate prices. 
Grades of Syrup 
Syrup with a clear, light amber color, free of all cloudiness and 
with the characteristic m1ld maple flavor is considered to be the highest 
quality product. On the other hand this is to some extent a matter ot 
individual preference, some people preter a mc:dium amber or even 
dark amber syrup having a stronger flavor. 
Ohio producers have been encouraged by the State Department of 
Agriculture and the Agricultural Extension Service to conform to the 
following U. S. standards for recognition of quality. These standards 
apply to: (1) table grades and (2) reprocessing grades. The color is 
judged on a scale of 9 from light amber to dark amber, and the table 
grades are also classed on a scale of 9 in respect to cloudiness. Other 
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grade requuement~ are freedom !rom lmetgn m<ttenal and ~pecifi< 
gra\it) (ll pound~ to the gallon. At tlm weight ~)tup i~ 65 percent 
,-olid~). Follmdng are the calm and cloudines~ r,pecificatiom applying 
to the~e maple syrup grades: 
Table Grades: 
U. S. AA Fancy, color not darker than 5, cloudine'' not more 
than 5 
U.S. A, 
U.S. B, 
Reprocessing Grades: 
U.S. AA, 
U.S. A, 
U.S. B, 
u.s. c, 
color not darker than 7, cloudine'' not more 
than 7 
color not darker than 9, claudine~~ not more 
than 9 
colm not darker than 5, (not graded as to 
cloudiness) 
color not darker than 7, (not graded as to 
cloudine~s) 
color not darker than 9, (not graded a~ to 
cloudiness) 
color darker than 9, (not graded a~ to cloudme~s) 
Syrup not meeting the above quality specifications became ot 
scmching, buddiness or ior other rea~ons is adapted to ~ome wmmerical 
uses such as flavoring tor tobacco. 
Annual exhibits of. syrup by producers at the state and county 
fairs and at the Maple Festival at Chardon, Ohio are judged according 
to the above described grade&. This has encouraged producen to recog-
nize and conform to standards based on the qualitie~ which influence 
market price. 
In the period of this study, nearly all the syrup produced was sold 
or ordered shortly after the close ot the syrup-making season. i\lany 
producers supply the same customers from year to year. Only in years 
of large production is there any substantial amount of: syrup in the 
hands of the producers after the first of May. In years of short produc-
tion, as 1946, not all orders were filled. 
The large urban population adjacent to the principal area of: 
Ohio's syrup production supplies a large potential market for direct 
to the consumer sales. In recent year> this market has been adequate 
for practically all the table quality syrup produced. Some Ohio maple 
~yrup is assembled by packers who market under their own label. 
Type and Size of Container 
In Table 10 is indicated the aggregate amount of maple syrup sold 
by approximately 60 northeastern Ohio maple syrup producers in the 
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period of 1946-1949. The purpose i~ to illul>trate the importance ol dii-
terent sized containers and the average price~ received. In doing thi~ 
it was not po~sible to definitely relate quality to price in the different 
containers. However, it is likely that part ol the higher price ior the 
cans containing less than one gallon and J:or the bottles (when converted 
to price per gallon) is due to quality. Part ot the difference is due to the 
increased cost per gallon ol small containers. 
Table 10.-Sales of Maple Syrup Classified by Size and Type of Containers, Group of 
Northeastern Ohio Producers, 1946 to 1949 Inclusive. 
Number Amount Sold Ayerage 
of pnce per 
packages (Gallons) (Percent) gallon 
Gallon tin can 40,795 40,795 86.0 $4.76 
'h Gallon tin can 4,145 2,072 4.4 5.62 
~ Gallon tin can 1,111 278 0.6 6.03 
I pound glass bottle 966 88 0.3 7.72 
Bulk sales* 12 688 1.4 3.95 
Bulk sales•, buddy syrup included 689 3,447 7.3 3.21 
Total 47,368 100.0 $4.69 
"' Includes drum, .? and 10 gallon cans, and a few in gallon cans turnished by the 
purchaser. 
In addition to the above a total of 2,954 gallons were retained by 
producers ior home use including gifts. This would be approximately 
12 gallons for each producer per year. Also, some syrup was retained 
for further processing and sale as maple cream and sugar. In a few 
cases this brought in some additional income. The amount of syrup 
used for this purpose by the 60 producers covered by this study is 
estimated to not exceed a total of approximately 100 gallons per year. 
As illustrated by the above figures the gallon tin can holding 11 
pounds of syrup of U. S. standard density, is the most usual package 
in which pure maple syrup is stored and sold to the ultimate consumer. 
Within the limits of average current annual production, consumer ac-
ceptance of syrup in this size package is not questioned. In other words, 
the majority of Ohio maple syrup producers sell a high proportion of 
their syrup to consumers who are in the habit of buying a year's supply 
at one time. On the other hand, it may be recognized that this is con-
trary to consumer buying habits in general. The typical city dweller is 
in the habit of buying food in small packages for immediate consump-
tion. Pure maple syrup in such a package is not generally found on 
grocers' shelves. Instead, various blended syrups flavored with 15 percent 
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ol maple arc widely me1chantli~ed. Relatively littlt: Ohio ~)rup ha~ been 
~old ior blending in recent year~. The :,yrup "old in bulk (50 gal. drum:,, 
etc.) to whole:,ale dealer~ ha> been >eparated into two price categoric:, 
which probabl) reflect:, a difference in average quality .. \n occa:,ional 
producer :,till prelen to market in hulk at a little lower price to avoid 
the expeme and labor ol packaging in gallon cam. 
How Much Does Quality Affect Price? 
Under the marketing conditions preYailing in 1eccnt yean a very 
small percentage or the syrup crop was wlcl at less than the standard 
price because of poor quality. 
In 1946 the ceiling price on direct producer-consumer sales was 
$:U9 per gallon; which was undoubtedly lower than a lree market price 
would have been because of a short crop and very active demand. As 
a result no sale (a~ reported by 62 producers in 1946) was lower than 
$3.39 per gallon. Under the free market of 1947 to 19...19 inclusive, the 
prevailing price was 5:i5.00 per gallon for good quality syrup. It is pre-
:,umed that much of this but not all would have graded either U. S. AA 
Fancy or Grade A. In the ab5ence of organiLed inspection the verification 
of quality was dependent on seller's description and buyer'~ inspection, 
or acceptance ·without inspection. Some very good syrup was sold at 
$...1.00 and $4:.50 in 1947 to 1949 inclmive, became particular producers 
wished to maintain a ~pecial pricing policy in respect to some of their 
old established customers. In these three years, 1947-49, less than 2 
percent of the syrup sales were at a price of less than $4.00 per gallon 
or within the range of price which applies to distinctly buddy, cloudy, 
scorched or otherwise lower grade syrup. In the same three years about 
10 percent of the syrup sold in the price range of $4.00 to $4.99 per 
gallon, 75 percent at $5.00 to $5.50 per gallon, and 13 percent in the 
price range of $6.00 to $8.00 per gallon. Syrup in this highest price class 
was mainly early run syrup for which some special demand exists. 
The Importance of Price 
The long-term decline in maple syrup production can in part be 
attributed to an unsatisfactory price situation. An important segment 
of the producers in the past have experienced year5 and periods of years 
when the market price received for syrup would not cover the cost of 
production. Even in the period of this study some produced at a loss, 
their cost being $5.00 to $8.00 per gallon. Only since 1946, the last year 
in which a ceiling price of $3.39 per gallon was imposed on direct sales 
to the consumer, has the price of syrup been high enough to encourage 
increased production. 
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The 1-yeai ave1age cost of production of individual produce1~ 
ranged hom less than $2.00 to more than ~5.00 per gallon oi ~pup ao, 
illustrated by the height oi the line in Figure 17. A few pwduccr~ who 
kept 1 ecords lor one to tlu ee years had even higher costs. 
The matket price (1eceived by farmers) since 1946 has been high 
enough to allow most producers a margin of profit. Previomly thio, 
margin was narrower. During the 1930's average market p1ice (U. S.) 
per gallon of syrup ranged from a high of $2.03 in 1930 to a low of $1.18 
in 1933, and averaged $1.55 per gallon for the entire decade. The average 
price (U. S.) was $3.30 in 1946, .$5.18 in 1947, $4.78 in 19-1-8, and $4.4~3 
in 1949, or approximately the same as the Ohio prices recorded in this 
study. 
Over a period of years production can be maintained through the 
ope1ation of two circumstances: (l) the market price must be high 
COST Pt:a G.II.LLON 
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Figure 17.-Array of the 4-year (1946-1949) Average Production Cost Per Gallon of 
Maple Syrup, 40 Northeastern Ohio Producers, Compared with the Aver· 
age Cost of Production and Market Price. 
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enough to cover the production costs of the higher cost producers; 
(2) by changes in methods of production and sugar bush management 
the producer may be able to lower production costs. The major part of 
this bulletin is devoted to the study of ways and means to lower produc-
tion costs. At this point let us consider the first proposition, maintaining 
price. 
Maintaining market price high enough to encourage production by 
the higher cost producers has its limitations because consumer reluctance 
to pay higher prices limits demand. At least under the present system 
of marketing it can be almost taken for granted that the demand and 
supply have been fairly well balanced by going prices. On the other 
hand, the prevailing method of marketing does not reach a very broad 
potential market. From the practical viewpoint it may be that maple 
syrup production is so limited in volume that a very elaborate system 
of merchandising is out of the question. None-the-less, merchandising 
techniques merit the continued attention of producers. l\Iaple syrup 
is not a prosaic product. It has tradition and folklore to enhance its 
Figure 18.-The municipally-owned sugar bush, Burton, Ohio. 
Tapping time in the Mun icipal Park, Burton, Ohio. For years this has 
been opemted as a sugar bush, indicating the community interest in maple 
symp. Maple products are sold from the rustic log sugar house in the 
background. 
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fiavor appeal. Thi~ i> widely recogniLed but not iully capitali1.ed in the 
marketing ol pure maple syrup. 
Advertising, standardization of grade, small packages, and general 
distribution through existing channels of the retail trade all invoh e 
expenses and can be fully established and maintained only through a 
large volume of business. All of these things have been done to a limited 
extent individually and by groups of producers. The annual Maple 
Festival held at Chardon, Ohio is an excellent example of community 
action to display the merits of maple products beiore the public. 
THE IDEAL SUGAR BUSH 
Perhaps no ideal bush exists. However, individual producers may 
profit by having some such ideal in mind and shape management in 
that direction. Several things have been tested in this study which can 
he summarized h} a discussion of sugar bush management. 
To summari1.e.-Economical maple syrup production is dependent 
primarily on: (l) having maple trees which flow sweet sap; and (2) 
enough trees to afford investment in the more efficient syrup making 
equipment. To these basic requirements may be 2dded the many itetm 
which make up efficient operation, such as: (l) dry, seasoned fuel wood; 
(2) clean equipment in g-ood repair; (3) recovery of all good sap runs; 
and (4) the necessary "know how" acquired through experience and 
observation. iVfany operating skills are taken as a matter of course by 
established producers and are important, but were not given special 
emphasis in this report. The trend is toward more investment in equip-
ment to save labor; which suggests a further increase in the size of bush 
necessary to secure maximum efficiency as measured by cost. The above 
general conclusions are based on the more detailtd summary and con· 
elusions recorded in the front part of this bulletin. 
In respect to site and soil the prime test is the ability to grow a 
vigorous, large-sized maple tree producing sweet sap. If that ability 
is present in the >ite, the slope and topographic features are relatively 
unimportant except as they may affect the ease of gathering sap. The 
farm sugar bush (or sugar orchard) may be located on land not well 
adapted to open land uses but still well adapted to growing maple trees. 
The ideal sugar bush must meet a combination of three require· 
ments: efficiency in the use of (I) labor, (2) equipment, and (3) land. 
As tested in this study, the first two requirements are best met by the 
size of bush hanging a minimum of 1,200 to 1,500 buckets. No upper 
limit on maximum size was indicated except costs per gallon showed 
no tendency to decline and even increased slightly in those bushes 
hanging more than 2,000 buckets. 
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Figure 19.-Morc mechaniza.tion comes to the sugar bush. The tapping process is 
considerably speeded up by the use of such a tapping machine. 
No particularly significant differences in cost per gallon of syrup 
was related to the records where more than 30 buckets per acre were 
hung. Time of gathering sap is obviously increased when the buckets 
are thinly scattered over a large area; but this handicap is obscured in 
the records by the fact that scattered trees of the open grown type 
produce sweet sap which takes Jess boiling time. 
ln the test fot efficiency in the use of land the records indicate a 
definite opportunity for improvement in the majority ol cases. Theoreti-
cally it is possible to hang at least !20 buckets per acre in a pure stand 
of maples spaced to utilize all the ground and sunshine. ln contrast, 
this study indicated that producers actually hung an average of 37 
buckets per acre; and the inventory of their woodlands indicated that 
at the recommended standards of tapping they could hang an average 
of "10 buckets per acre. Because the number of buckets hung per acre 
by individual producers ranged from less than 20 to more th<~n 100, it 
is reasonable that as a practical proposition the average could be raised 
to 80 buckets per acre in most cases over a long· period of time. This 
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Figure 20.-A conHnient, modern, well-constructed sugar house located in north-
eastern Ohio. Note the handy fuel shed located away from the evaporator 
steam, the electric flood lights, windows, permanent brick chimney, and 
the sheltered storage tank. 
view is supported by the fact that in the average bush only one-half 
the stems 10 inches and over were maple trees. 
The tests indicate that the open-grown, large-crowned type oi maple 
tree produces more and sweeter sap than the long stemmed, small 
crowned, [orest type best adapted to timber production. A maximum 
stand of the large-crowned type of tree can be obtained by either of 
two methods: (I) by the management of existing stands; or (2) by a new 
pbntation. The former will be discussed first. 
Gradual removal o[ species other than maple will provide space 
needed by existing maples and for replacements. This needs to be 
done very gradually to avoid wind damage to the maples which are 
shallow rooted when grown under forest conditions. The above plan 
of management of a natural stand would eventually lead to an all-age 
stand of pure maples which would perpetuate itstlf. 
The second alternative is the maple orchard. This can be developed 
by repeated thinnings of a young natural stand on a favorable site. 
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Figure 21.-Suga•r house operated by one of Ohio's largest maple syrup producers. 
Note gravity pipeline leading from tank on hill above, and large covered 
storage tanks on the north side of the sugar house. 
Or, young maples may be planted. If the latter procedure is followed 
it is suggested that the young maples be obtained from an area where 
the trees run sweet sap. The site selected for the plantation preferably 
should be one where it is known that maple trees grow well and produce 
sweet sap. Thus, the advantages of heredity, soil and site will be utilized 
so far as possible. The handicap of a young plantation is the long wait-
ing period, 25 to 35 years, before the trees reach a "tappable" size. Some 
financial return from the land might be realized by growing Christmas 
trees or post timber interplanted among the maples. 
A maple plantation with 20-foot-square spacing would have ap-
proximately 110 trees per acre, one with 19-foot spacing 120 per acre 
and theoretically would hang that number of buckets. As the trees grew 
it would be necessary to remove some from time to time to prevent 
crowding. But, the stand would continue to support about the same 
number of buckets through successive thinnings until eventually 30 trees 
would be hanging 4 buckets each if there were no loss. Tree mortality 
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Figure 22.-Large capacity storage tanks which may be filled by a gravity pipeline or 
directly (rom a collecting tank. Note the shelter which helps protect the 
sa.p from sun and dirt. Sap is gravity fed into the evaporator in the 
ad joining sugar house. 
might prevent the maintenance of this theoretical limit on the number 
o[ buckets which is higher than the upper limit observed in any of the 
sugar bushes studied. 
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Figure 23.-Maple Festival Time at Chardon, Ohio. This annual event draws thou· 
sands o[ people to this center o[ Ohio's maple industry. 
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